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A simple scaling argument is proposed to understand the localization of excess electrons in simple
fluids and to interpolate numerical results of path integral simulations and reference interaction
site—polaron theory. A mapping is found between an impenetrable object of arbitrary geometry and
a spherical hard sphere. Numerical simulations of solvated electrons in atomic and diatomic solvents
are used to demonstrate the validity and applicability of these scaling and mapping
schemes. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of excess electrons dissolved in fluids h
been the subject of many theoretical studies.1–5 In the gas
phase or the dilute liquid phase, the electron assumes
quasifree particle state where scattering from the disorde
media gives rise to diffusive motion. As the solvent densi
increases, electrons exhibit different properties depending
the nature of solvent and the electron–solvent interaction
Generally speaking, the electronic states can be prope
catalogued asextendedandlocalizedstates. For systems with
strong electron–solvent repulsions, such as helium, dens
fluctuations cause the electron to beself-trapped. Since
electron–solvent repulsion excludes the solvent molecu
from the region occupied by the electron, the solvent mo
ecules rearrange to form a cavity centered at the centroid
the electron isomorphic chain. The electron must move wi
the cavity and thus, the electronic mobility is very smal
Therefore theexcluded volume effectexplains the mecha-
nism of electron localization.

Cokeret al. performed path integral Monte Carlo simu
lations for an excess electron solvated through a realis
pseudopotential in 6-12 Lennard-Jones fluids3 and Sprik
et al. studied the primitive model of an electron in a har
sphere fluid in which the electron–solvent interaction is als
taken to be of the hard sphere type.2 Chandler and co-
workers developed a reference interaction site-polaron the
~RISM–polaron theory! which agrees well with the hard
sphere simulations.1,6 In an attempt to compare the results o
these different calculations, Laria and Chandler assumed t
some appropriately chosen hard sphere models could mim
the effects of more realistic continuous pseudopotential mo
els. With this idea and a hard sphere radius as a single
justable parameter, they showed that the results of differe
models could indeed be related. This immediately raises
question: for a general short range potential, how should o
choose the effective radius of the equivalent hard sphere
teraction.

Since the electron structure is predominantly determin
by the excluded volume effect, the short range repulsive p
tential can be adequately modeled as a hard sphere poten
with a single parameterd specifying the closest distance the
electron can come to the center of a solvent molecule. T
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electron–solvent interaction at normal temperatures is dom
nated by low energy s-wave scattering provided the electro
thermal wavelength (l5A\2b/m) is much smaller than the
effective range of the repulsive interaction. As is well
known, the phase shift for low energy s-wave scattering i
characterized by a single parameter, the scattering leng
and is otherwise independent of the details of the interactio
potential.7 The scattering length for the hard sphere interac
tion is its radiusd. The hard sphere model proves ideal for
describing excluded volume effects and it seems reasonab
that systems with a short range repulsion can be effective
represented by this primitive model with the radiusd identi-
fied as the scattering length.

In fact, similar ideas have been proposed before. In th
Green function Monte Carlo study of the ground state o
many-body quantum systems, Kalos, Levesque, and Verle8

related the simulated properties of hard sphere systems
more realistic smooth forces. They separated the interactio
potential of liquid helium into a short range repulsion and a
long range attraction, the latter being treated as a perturb
tion. The repulsive part of the potential was modeled by
hard sphere interaction in which the radius was set equal
the scattering length of the repulsive part of the smooth po
tential.

Since the scattering length is introduced for constant en
ergy scattering it is only useful in the ground state energ
calculations. The solvated electron is in thermal equilibrium
with its environment and thus scatters successively at diffe
ent energies. The thermal distribution of energies should b
taken into consideration. In a previous publication on a new
hard sphere propagator,9 the quantum electron–atom distri-
bution function

g~r !5
r~r ,b!

r free~r ,b!
, ~1.1!

was defined wherer(r ,b) is the quantum density function at
temperatureb for a particle at distancer away from the
scattering center andr free(r ,b) for a free particle.g(r ) thus
defined is obviously the quantum mechanical equivalent o
the Boltzmann distribution functione2bU(r ). It is then natu-
ral to useg(r ) to define the excluded volume as
/95/102(1)/432/5/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physicso¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Vex5
4p

3
r ex
3 5E ~12g~r !!drW, ~1.2!

where r ex is the exclusion radius. Obviously the equivale
hard sphere radiusd is chosen so that the excluded volum
of the hard sphere interaction equals that of the real poten
i.e.,

Vex
hd~d!5Vex, ~1.3!

whereVex
hd denotes the excluded volume for a hard sphere

the classical limit this relation gives the leading term in th
WCA approximation.10 As in the classical limit, Eq.~1.3!
ignores solvent effects. In the low temperature limit,d re-
duces to the scattering length as suggested by Kaloset al.8

Obviously, if two scattering centers have the same cross s
tion, they will have the same excluded volume.

The argument is by no means limited to the mapping
a real potential to a hard sphere potential. In fact the defi
tion of the effective hard sphere leads to a general sca
procedure. For the primitive hard sphere model the system
fully determined by the thermal wavelength of the electr
l, the electron–solvent hard sphere radiusd, the solvent
molecule diameters as seen by other solvent molecules, a
the solvent densityr. Therefore, for electrons solvated i
liquids of the same kind, there should exist a universal sc
ing between the localization transition and some scaled nu
ber density.

In their discussion of the theory of electron conductio
in disordered materials, Ioffe and Regel11 suggested that the
electron can be found in a quasifree state only when its m
free path is larger than its thermal wavelength. Mott furth
proposed that the electron will localize12 when its mean free
path equals the electron wavelength. Gee and Freeman13 ex-
amined the limitations on the Ioffe–Regal and Mott criter
in the gas phase, and found both to be valid for gases
helium and hydrogen where the electron–solvent interact
is largely repulsive~hard-sphere-like!, but less accurate for
other solvents in which there are also attractive electro
solvent interactions. Thus this localization criterion will on
be qualitatively useful when applied to most fluids.

The applicability of the Ioffe–Regel criterion to helium
and hydrogen gases is apparently due to their net repul
interaction with electrons, which can be modeled as h
sphere systems by the procedure described earlier. Then
the hard sphere interaction the cross section is proportio
to the square of its radius, so that the Ioffe–Regel criter
can be expressed asld2rMott5constant. In gases like He
and hydrogen the same constant is found but in gases w
attractive interactions a different constants will be found d
pending on the strength of the attractions. Nevertheless,
implication of the criterion does lead us to define the effe
tive density as

r̄5rd2l, ~1.4!

where the wavelength is given asl5A\2b/m. Also we de-
note the localization transition by the reduced correlati
length
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R̄5
R

Rfree
, ~1.5!

whereR measures the physical size of the electron isomo
phic chain14

R5 K UrWS b\

2
1t D2rW~t!U2L 1/2, ~1.6!

with t being an arbitrary imaginary time. Then the univers
scaling can be expressed as

R̄5F~ r̄ !, ~1.7!

where F is a universal function. This relation captures th
major contributions to the electron localization, such as, t
quantum interference between different solvent sites, t
solvent–solvent correlations, and solvent reorganization d
to the presence of the electron. It ignores, however, the d
tails of these factors because it is mapped onto a hard sph
system. The essence of the excluded volume effect is ma
fested by defining the effective density as the crucial scali
parameter. Numerical calculations based on the RISM
polaron model presented in the next section clearly supp
this hypothesis.

The use of the effective density@Eq. ~1.4!# to predict the
localization density proves to be qualitative, but its applic
bility as a scaling parameter in Eq.~1.7! is more general and
reliable. Instead of trying to predict the transition densit
through a Mott criterion, we instead show that realistic sy
tems scale according to Eq.~1.7!. This approach proves to be
useful and effective.

Another interesting observation arises from studying e
cess electrons solvated in diatomic solvents. In classical m
chanics, the cross section of a nonspherical hard targe
equal to the geometric cross section, that is, the area of
disc that blocks the propagation of the incident particl
whereas in quantum mechanics, the low energy scattering
dominated by the s-wave which senses the isotropic~or ori-
entationally averaged! potential energy surface. Thus the low
energy limit of electron scattering from a nonspherical im
penetrable object is equivalent to the scattering from a ha
sphere with the same surface area. The predictions based
this mapping will be shown to agree well with diatomic ca
culations.

The hypothetical scaling method not only provides us
ful insight but also approximately predicts the transition de
sity at which the electron localization occurs. For bot
RISM-polaron and PIMC calculations, the scaling and ma
ping method allows us to interconvert between two differe
systems by altering one or two parameters based on the
cluded volume relation. One finds the optimal mapping if th
equivalent system resembles the unknown system the m
Details are described later along with illustrative example

In the following two sections, we present numerica
studies that demonstrate and verify the proposed scaling
mapping schemes.

II. SOLVENT OF SPHERICAL MOLECULES

The electron–solvent pseudopotential used in the sim
lations of Cokeret al.3
, No. 1, 1 January 1995o¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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U~r !5
A

r 4 F B

C1r 6
21G , ~2.1!

was used where A, B, and C are 0.655, 89 099, and 12 6
respectively~in the atomic units!. The quantum distribution
functiong(r ) defined in Eq.~1.1! for an electron at the simu-
lation temperature 309 K was calculated for this potenti
@Eq. ~2.1!#. The staging Monte Carlo technique14 was em-
ployed to generate a sequence of free particle paths. T
Boltzmann factor exp@2b(i

PUi /P# was evaluated at each
point on a fine grid ofr and then averaged over 105 path
integral configurations of discretization numberP51000.
For a hard sphere potential, much faster convergence can
achieved with P less than 50 if the new hard sphere
propagator9 is used. Laria and Chandler15 assumed for the
potential given in Eq.~2.1! an equivalent primitive model of
electron wavelengthl56.0s and radius d50.48s with
s52.556 being the diameter of the solvent LJ potential.

FIG. 1. The quantum distribution functiong(r ) defined by Eq.~1.1! for the
electron–helium pseudopotential Eq.~2.1! at temperature 309 K and for a
hard sphere potential of radiusd50.48 and at wavelengthl56.0. The pa-
rameters of path integral simulations can be found in the text.

FIG. 2. The reduced correlation lengthR̄ of Eq. ~1.2! from RISM-polaron
calculations as a function of reduced solvent densityr* . The results are
given for the primitive model ofd50.5 at wavelengths 4.0, 6.0, 10.0, and
16.0.
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the rest of this paper and in the figure captions the unit o
length is taken ass, the diameter of the hard sphere solvent

In Fig. 1 the quantum distribution functionsg(r ) for
both the potential given in Eq.~2.1! and for the equivalent
hard sphere potential are plotted. The similarity of the two
curves is evident although the potential surfaces themselv
are very different. The calculated excluded radiusr ex is
2.75s for the potential Eq.~2.1! and 2.9s for the equivalent
hard sphere. Therefore a smaller radiusd would seem to be
required.

To test the validity of the scaling hypothesis, we carried
out RISM-polaron calculations on the primitive model with
d5s/2, s being the solvent–solvent hard sphere diamete
Readers are referred to the papers by Chandler and c
workers for details of the RISM-polaron theory and the nu
merical algorithm.1,6,15 In Fig. 2 the reduced correlation
length R̄ is plotted as functions of reduced density~defined
asr*5rs3) for thermal wavelengthl54s, l56s, l510s,
and l516s. In Fig. 3 the same set of data is plotted as
functions of the effective densityr̄5rd2l. Obviously the
three widely separated curves in Fig. 2 come much closer
overlapping than in Fig. 3 after the density axis is rescaled
This convergence demonstrates the adequacy of the univer
scaling relation Eq.~1.7!.

As observed in Fig. 2, the localization transition occurs
at r*50.3 for l56s and atr*50.15 forl510s. This indi-
cates that the effective transition density is atr̄50.4–0.5.
Making use of the universal relation Eq.~1.7!, we can predict
the transition region. In Fig. 4 the top curve stands for th
upper bound and the bottom curve stands for the lowe
bound of the transition region. Since at small electron the
mal wavelengths the number density is scaled by a param
eter, the transition region will occur at high density and with
a broad width. Concomitantly at large thermal wavelength
the transition will occur precipitously~with a narrow width!
at a low density.

The estimation of the transition region is by no mean
accurate compared with systematic simulation studies. Whe
does it hold and what factors are left out?

FIG. 3. The same reduced correlation function lengthR̄ as a function of the
effective solvent densityr̄. The convergence of the three curves correspond
ing to wavelengths 4.0, 6.0, 10.0, and 16.0 affirms the scaling hypothes
Eq. ~1.7!.
No. 1, 1 January 1995¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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435J. Cao and B. J. Berne: Excess electrons in simple fluids
~a! Unlike classical dynamics, the full quantum distribu
tion in the presence of multiple solvent molecules of a pa
ticular configuration does not equal the product of quantu
distribution probabilities for each molecule of the same co
figuration. If we compare different potentials all having th
same excluded volume at the same temperature, the dif
ence due to many body interference is minimized@see~b!
below#. But if we compare systems of different electron–
solvent potentials with the same excluded volume but at d
ferent temperatures, there will be nonlinear dependence
the solvent density@see~d! below#. This is responsible for
the discrepancies observed in Fig. 3.

~b! Although the idealized hard sphere potential and
realistic potential such as Eq.~2.1! are very different, the
quantum distribution functiong(r ) in Fig. 1 can be very
similar if the excluded volumes are approximately the sam
The quantum dispersions smear out the details of local p
tential.

~c! The quantum distribution functions exhibit smalle
curvature as the wavelength increases.3 However, based on
the universal scaling, we reason that the effective density
the primary parameter which determines the collective fo
mation of a cavity and the electron correlation function re
gardless of the details of electron–solvent interactio
solvent–solvent correlation, and other factors.

~d! The simplicity of the definition ofr ex arises from
ignoring solvent effects. Following the WCA approximation
one can devise a theory which introduces the solvent dens
as an additional variable in the relation Eqs.~1.2! and ~1.3!
such that the many-body effects of the solvent molecules c
taken into account.

In practice, we can infer the reduced correlation leng
R̄ of a given system from numerical data of another syste
according to the scaling. The method also helps to compa
the RISM-polaron calculations with the realistic simulations
In addition, a realistic electron–solvent potential can b
separated into a short range repulsion, which defines
equivalent hard sphere radius in Eq.~1.3!, and a long range
interaction, which can be incorporated directly into th
RISM-polaron calculations.16

FIG. 4. The transition region of electron localization predicted by the un
versal scaling relation Eq.~1.7!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,Downloaded¬25¬Jun¬2004¬to¬18.21.0.92.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to
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III. DIATOMIC SOLVENT

As far as low energy scattering is concerned, an impe
etrable object of arbitrary geometry is equivalent to a ha
sphere of the same surface area. Consider a model diato
molecule composed of two hard spheres of radiusd with
their centers separated by the bond lengthL. The surface
area is equal to that of a hard sphere of radius

d̄5dA11L/2d. ~3.1!

Since the quantum distribution function for the diatomi
molecule is not isotropic, an orientational average is intr
duced in the definition ofg(r ), giving

g~r !5
1

4pE r~rW,b !

r free~r ,b!
dV. ~3.2!

The hard sphere propagator is modified accordingly so th
the short time propagator for a particular path segment
determined only by the closer sphere. This idea can be u
to simulate a hard sphere solvent for which the electron be
senses the closest hard sphere.

Path integral calculations were performed for a mod
diatomic fluid withd50.5s, and for the corresponding hard
sphere with the radius given by Eq.~3.1!. The excluded
lengthr ex thus calculated is plotted in Fig. 5 as a function o
bond lengthL for wavelengthl56s. The results are in re-
markable agreement.

Furthermore, the surface mapping is tested in the cont
of the scaling relation: The same excluded radius given
the mapping equation~3.1! will predict the same reduced
correlation length provided the solvents are the same as w
The calculations were carried out based on the RISM
polaron theory. It turns out that only a small modification i
required to formulate the atomic RISM-polaron equations f
the case of polyatomic molecular solvents. Assuming that t
molecule consists ofnA bonded hard-sphere sites, we ca
recast the RISM-polaron equation in terms of the SSOZ s
lution of the solvent,17 giving

i-FIG. 5. The excluded lengthr ex as a function of bond lengthL at electron
wavelengthl56s. The circles represent the results of a diatomic mod
with d50.5; the line is the predictions of the corresponding atomic mod
with d̄ defined by Eq.~3.1!.
No. 1, 1 January 1995¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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IRISM5r (
i

Ĉi~0!1
1

~2p!3
E dkW(

i , j

Ĉi x̂ i j Ĉ j v̂, ~3.3!

with the PY closure:

dIRISM
dCi~r !

50 r,di , ~3.4!

Ci~r !50 r.di . ~3.5!

Here, the hats denote the corresponding spatial Fourier tr
formation anddi is the hard sphere radius of thei th atom. In
Eq. ~3.3! v̂ is the average bead-bead correlation functio
Ci is the direct correlation function of atoms at thei th and
electron beads, andx is the solvent structure factor betwee
atoms at thei th site and atoms at thej th site. The structure
factor can be obtained from liquid simulations or from th
SSOZ solution. In case the atomic sites on molecules
identical, Eq.~3.5! reduces to a scaler equation. In Fig. 6, th
reduced correlation lengthR̄ at r*50.4 andl56.0s is plot-
ted as functions of bond lengthL for the two-site molecular
solvent and for the equivalent single site atomic solvent,
spectively. Again, the agreement is as expected. We specu
that this surface mapping holds in general for other geo
etries as long as the electron thermal wavelength is m
larger than the size of the target.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we propose a universal scaling princip
which reduces the study of the electron solvation problem
the determination of a single important parameter. Althou
the treatment is by no means comparable in accuracy to p
integral simulations, it reveals the conceptual simplicity

FIG. 6. The reduced correlation lengthR̄ as a function of bond lengthL at
electron wavelengthl56s. The circles represent the results of a diatom
model withd50.5; the line is the predictions of the corresponding atom
model with d̄ defined by Eq.~3.1!.
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localization. In addition, a mapping is suggested for no
spherical molecules. Both developments provide a short
to the understanding of the physics of solvated electrons a
serves as an auxiliary means to estimate the structure of
excess electron in cryogenic fluids.

These scaling arguments also help to elucidate why
excess electron localizes in ethane but not in methane, a
localizes in n-pentane and not in neo pentane. Recently L
and Berne18 have shown that the introduction of repulsiv
sites midway along the C–C bond gives simulation results
accord with experiment. In their pseudopotential, expone
tial terms in the electron–solvent potential Eqs.~2.1! and
~2.2! determines the hard sphere radius of the equivalent s
tem, whereas the long range attractive tail, i.e., the electro
induced dipole interaction potential, serves as a perturbati
The major effect of the three-site ethane models is that t
additional strong repulsion located at the center of the C–
bond will generate an equivalent hard sphere with larger s
face area than will the two site model, a sphere with a larg
d. Consequently the three site model will have a larg
scaled density and will thus localize electrons at lower de
sity than the two site model. Figure 2 of Ref. 18 gives a
idea of the classical excluded regions of the electron-etha
and electron-methane pseudopotentials. And this differen
accounts for the localization of electron in ethane.
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